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CHIEF JUDGE REPORT 
Dynamic Flying 

 
 
Competition :  4th FAI World Indoor Skydiving Championships 
 
Events :   Dynamic Flying D2W 
   Dynamic Flying D4W 
   Dynamic Flying Junior D2W 
   
Location :   Hurricane Factory Tatralandia, Slovakia 
 
Dates :   2023 April 19 - 22th 
 
Panel of judges :  
   Moxnes, Kristian (Event Judge) 
   Chatelain, Jean-Philippe 
   Grealy, Joseph 
   Sen, Marcin 
   McCarthy, James 
 
 
Scoring Equipment Used : DynamR - InTimeScoring 
 
Teams / Number of flights : Dynamic Flying D2W :   12 teams  /  69 flights 
    Dynamic Flying D4W :   7 teams  /  39 flights 

   Dynamic Flying Junior D2W :  5 teams  /  31 flights 
 
 
 
Technical part : 
 
The Dynamic Judging area, system and review setup was ready to be used on time by judges so 
they had the opportunity to train their eyes before the start and during the speed checks. 
 
Dynamic video setup was really efficient, allowing reviews to be carried out quickly by judges 
when needed, as well as the video display for competitors in the antechamber in case of a 
challenge procedure. 
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General part : 
 
2 teams did not provide the video of their free routine within the allotted time and were given a 
technical score of 0. 
 
 I made the decision to re-evaluate the voting result of the D4W semi-finals (free routine), which 
seemed to me to be inconsistent with the scores awarded during the qualifiers. Some Judges 
confirmed their mistake and overruled their judgment. 
 
A protest was filed by the Swiss team following the judgment of the D4W semi-finals. 
 
This protest was handled by the jury, and the conclusions have been or will be taken into account 
by the Dynamic committee. 
 
 
Judges assessment: 
 
What happened during the aforementioned semi-final shows that the judges do not have enough 
confidence in themselves and lack experience, mainly due to the fact that they do not judge 
enough competitions during the year. 
 
 
Organization : 
 
Despite the distance between the competition site and the airports, the organizer put in place 
means to ensure that the judges arrive on time. Accommodation and food were satisfactory. 
 
 
Recommandation: 
 
FAI judges should continue to judge national or local competitions. 
 
 
 
 
 

April 26th 2023 
 

David PETRACCO 
 


